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Vector-like Quarks
●

Fermions similar to Standard Model quarks, but with some differences:
○
○
○

●
●

Capable of solving the naturalness problem
by cancelling top quark loop corrections
Appear in many models
○

●
●

Left and right handed couplings
Gain mass through a direct mass term
Multiple particles and multiplets are possible

Composite Higgs, Extra Dimensions, and SUSY

Can be created via single-production
(EWK) or pair-production (QCD)
Mix with Standard Model quarks
○

We assume the majority of mixing is with the
third generations quarks for this analysis
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Introduction
●

Search for a massive bottom-like quark, B
○
○

●

This analysis focuses on FCNC decays of the B quark
s
and
We only consider pair-production

Final State:
○
○
○

Single opposite-sign dilepton pair from a
Z boson decay
>= 3 AK4 jets [anti-kt, dR<0.4]
>= 1 b-tagged jet

,H

●

Pair-production signal cross sections are at NNLO

●

Backgrounds are from simulation with corrections from data

●

Using data collected in 2016 with at least one lepton (35.9 fb -1)
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Event Selection and Dominant Backgrounds
●

Preselection Region
○
○
○
○
○

●

●

Dominant Backgrounds
○
○
○

Drell-Yan
ttbar
Diboson

Signal Region
○
○
○

●

75 < M(Z) < 105 GeV
Exactly 1 dilepton pair
pT(Z) > 100 GeV
N (AK4) >= 3
HT > 200 GeV
Leading (subleading) jet pT > 100 (50) GeV
N (bjets) >= 1
ST > 1000 GeV

Control Regions
○

ST < 700 GeV OR N (bjets) == 0
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Control Region
Control region shows good
agreement between data
and MC

MET
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Search Strategy
●

The most likely mass of the B quark will be reconstructed based on the
minimization of a chi-squared function

●

Events are split into two categories: boosted and resolved
○
○

Boosted - first choice; event has at least one Z/Higgs-tagged jet [AK8 jet using jet
substructure techniques]
Resolved - no Z/Higgs-tagged jets, but at least 4 AK4 jets
■

●

Resolved category is further divided into two subcategories: single b-tag and multiple b-tag to
increase sensitivity

Scan over B mass window minimizing chi-squared for all permutations of
final state objects
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Chi-squared Resolution
Resolutions for the chi-squared function are found by fitting a Gaussian to real
Z bosons and B quarks
Other distributions were tested, but gave no real improvement in the final
reconstruction
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Boosted Reconstruction
●

Requires:
○
○

●

>= 1 Z-tagged AK8 jet
>= 2 AK4 jets

Gives greater sensitivity than any other
category
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Resolved Reconstruction
●

Requires:
○
○

●

== 1 btag

== 0 Z-tagged AK8 jet
>= 4 AK4 jets

Resolved category is further split based
upon b-tag multiplicity
Single b-tag
Category

> 1 btag

Multiple b-tag
Category
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Conclusion
Presented a new search for vector-like B quarks in the opposite-sign dilepton
channel
Work is still in progress and full unblinded results will be available later this
year
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Backup
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Detailed Search Strategy
●

●

●

For each event, the chi-squared function is
evaluated at a hypothetical B mass for all
permutations of jets in the event and the
combination that gives the minimum value is kept
Next, the hypothetical B mass is adjusted and the
same minimization procedure is processed to get a
new minimum value
Finally, the minimum of minimum chi-squared values is found and the corresponding
hypothetical B mass is taken as the most likely mass for that event
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